Abstract. This paper introduces PeCAn, a tool supporting compositional verification of Petri nets. Beyond classical features (such as onthe-fly analysis and synchronisation between multiple Petri nets), PeCAn generates Symbolic Observation Graphs (SOG), and uses their composition to support modular abstractions of multiple Petri nets for more efficient verification. Furthermore, PeCAn implements an incremental strategy based on counter-examples for model-checking, thus improving significantly the cost of execution time and memory space. PeCAn also provides users with the visualisation of the input Petri nets and their corresponding SOGs. We experimented PeCAn with benchmark datasets from the Petri Nets' model checking contests, showing promising results.
Introduction
A Petri net (PN) [7] is a graphical mathematical language which efficiently supports the modelling and verification of distributed systems. Basically, a Petri net is a directed bipartite graph, featuring transitions and places. As Petri nets are widely used in research and industry communities, there are several tools developed to help users specify and verify Petri nets, in particularly LoLa [10] , Snoopy [5] , TAPAAL [3] , CosyVerif [1] , CPN Tools [12] or JPetriNet 1 . Although most of the tools work with basic place/transitions PNs, some of them cater for some advanced forms of PNs such as timed, coloured, or stochastic PNs.
In this paper, we present PeCAn (Petri net Compositional Analyser), a tool supporting verification of Petri nets in a compositional manner. PeCAn can take as input Petri Net models described in PNML, one of the most popular languages to describe Petri Nets nowadays. The properties to be checked are expressed as LTL formulae. PeCAn offers the following features:
-PeCAn allows users to compose a complex PN from multiple concurrent PNs and then verify the composed PN against a given property. -PeCAn is able to generate Symbolic Observation Graphs (SOG) [4] from the actual PNs. Therefore, PeCAn supports verification of modular PNs by composing SOGs of separate components. -PeCAn implements the incremental strategy based on counter-examples when verifying the generated SOG [2] . Thus, the cost of execution time and memory space is significantly reduced.
Modular Verification
In this section, we take the example presented in [8] to demonstrate how to use PeCAn to verify Petri nets. Even though PeCAn can verify a single Petri net as other existing tools do, in this paper we only focus on compositional verification of PeCAn, i.e. verifying a Petri net composed by multiple synchronised modules. We assume that the original Petri net is already decomposed by users into modules. PeCAn allows users to verify an arbitrary composition of predefined modules. In order to do so, they must define synchronised transitions by the same name between modules. Figure 1b gives an example of a system decomposed into three modules through synchronised transitions. This system can be described easily in a modular style by PeCAn. In this example, modules A and B have two transitions with the same name (F1, F3) meaning that these two transitions must be synchronised. Similarly, a synchronised transition, F2, is shared by modules B and C, also declared by the same name in PeCAn.
When the module composition and the LTL property are defined, users can choose to perform the verification using one of the following methods:
Basic LTL Verification. The modules are synchronised together based on the user specification. Then the synchronised modules are converted into an LTS model and verified on-the-fly by the PAT model checking library [11] . SOG-based Verification. In this method, we do not directly verify the synchronised modules. Instead, we produce a corresponding SOG and use it for the verification. If a counter-example is found, it is verified again on the original Petri net to check whether it is an actual counter-example. Incremental SOG-based Verification. It is similar to the SOG-based Verification method. However, we do not generate the SOG for the whole synchronisation of modules. Instead, we incrementally synchronise two modules first and verify the corresponding SOG. If no counter-example is found, we incrementally synchronise one more module and repeat the SOG-based verification step, until a counter-example is found or all modules are synchronised and verified (see [2] ). 
Model Checker Layer.
We make use of the PAT model checking library [11] for this layer. This library takes an LTS as input, and verifies the properties.
Functionality Comparison and Experiments
We finally present some comparative discussion and experiments of our tool with other similar approaches. Since PeCAn takes PNML as input, we collected We then experimented PeCAn with benchmark datasets downloaded from the Model Checking contest [6] 13 . Results, as display in Table 2 showed that PeCAn can endure some remarkably large model sizes. When a counter-example is found, PeCAn can terminate quickly with significantly less resources usage.
Lastly, we also compared the performance of PeCAn in terms of the (symbolic) states and transitions generated by the SOG-based approach. The results are presented in Figures 2a and 2b respectively. Results show that the SOG-based approach of PeCAn usually reduces the number of states, and always significantly reduces the number of transitions when compared to the standard approach. In fact, the number of generated transitions is always significantly reduced, leading to a substantial gain of time when applying a model checking algorithm. The tool and all experiments can be downloaded from [9] . 
